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Abstract
We propose an automated testing framework based on constraint programming techniques. Our
framework allows the developer to attach a numerical constraint to a type that restricts its set of
possible values. We use this constraint as a partial specification of the program, our goal being to
derive property-based tests on such annotated programs. To achieve this, we rely on the user-provided
constraints on the types of a program: for each function f present in the program, that returns a
constrained type, we generate a test. The tests consists of generating uniformly pseudo-random inputs
and checking whether f ’s output satisfies the constraint. We are able to automate this process by
providing a set of generators for primitive types and generator combinators for composite types. To
derive generators for constrained types, we present in this paper a technique that characterizes their
inhabitants as the solution set of a numerical CSP. This is done by combining abstract interpretation
and constraint solving techniques that allow us to efficiently and uniformly generate solutions of
numerical CSP. We validated our approach by implementing it as a syntax extension for the OCaml
language.
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1 Introduction
In this article, we propose an automated testing framework that generates tests for a restricted
class of dependent types, that is constrained types. Constrained types attach a membership
predicate to a type and are used to restrict its set of possible values. For instance, to encode
rationals as a pair of integer (n, d), one could add the constraint d ̸= 0 to filter invalid
representations. Moreover, providing the constraint that n and d are coprime with d > 0
defines a canonical representation for this type. This is desirable when a given term has
several structurally different but semantically equivalent representations, e.g. 24 would violate
the constraint while 12 would be valid. However, type systems with constrained types are
generally undecidable making it hard to obtain strong static guarantees at compile-time [2].
Dynamic verification, on the other hand, while not preserving these strong formal guarantees,
makes the approach both feasible and practical. One instance of this is property-based
testing [9] that can potentially detect bugs in programs given a specification. Still, this
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requires to manually provide tests that may be tedious and error-prone. For these reasons,
we focus on the development of an automated test system for constrained types. The goal of
our framework is to exhibit wrong behaviours in such programs by finding instances of a
constrained type that violate their predicates. We achieve this by automatically generating
tests for functions that manipulate constrained types. This requires from the developer to
input a constraint from which we extract a partial specification of the program. The resulting
generated tests consist in generating random inputs for the tested functions and checking
their output against the given specification. Therefore, the main challenge we face is the
automatic derivation of uniform value generators for constrained types. We address this by
combining two approaches: Constraint Programming [26] and Abstract Interpretation [11].
Abstract interpretation provides modular, efficient and precise abstractions, in particular, for
numerical values. Coupling it to standard constraint programming resolution scheme allows
us to provide fast and uniform input generators for our automatically generated tests.
Our implementation targets the OCaml [21] programming language, and the examples
we show are written in it. However, our approach is generic and could be ported to other
languages, hence, this paper voluntarily disregards some specificities of the OCaml language.
1.1 Example: Putting Constraints in Programming
Consider the following example:
1 type nat = int [@ satisfying (fun x -> x >= 0)]
This type declaration type nat = int is an alias of the primitive for machine-integers.
Adding the annotation [@satisfying (fun x -> x >= 0)] specifies the constraint that values x
of this type must respect the constraint x ≥ 0, that is the positive integers. We then generate
a test for each function whose return type is nat, as in the following example:
1 let add (x : nat) (y: nat) : nat = x * y
Compiling this program with our preprocessor will generate the following test:
1 let add_test () =
2 let x_rnd = range 0 max_int in
3 let y_rnd = range 0 max_int in
4 ( multiply x y) >= 0
To achieve this, we have solved the constraint x ≥ 0 ∧ x ≤ 264 and determined the set
of its solution. This allowed us to define the generator for the nat type. Here, range is a
primitive of our framework that draws uniformly within an integer range.
Running this test will (usually) yield an error message stating that the return value of
add violates the predicate (fun x -> x >= 0) for some input. Indeed, when a random input
close to 264 is passed to the function, an overflow may occur which would cause the return
value to violate the constraint.
This example is designed to illustrate our testing framework process. Throughout the
paper, we will describe how to derive generators from more complex constraints.
1.2 Contributions
This article focuses on type-driven automated test generation. Our contribution is threefold:
Firstly, we propose an automated testing framework capable to derive a partial specifica-
tion of a program using a set of constraints given by the developer. We then run tests
against this specification.
Secondly, we present an abstract domain based solving technique able to characterize
constrained types in a way that enables the automatic derivation of uniform random
generators, i.e. each instance has the same probability to be drawn.
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Finally, we give abstract domains (i.e. boxes, polyhedra) and their associated operators
that permit generic random uniform generation.
1.3 Outline
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related works. Section 3 introduces
the derivation of generators and specification for constrained types. Section 4 recalls
definitions of our abstract domains usage in constraint solving, and explains the relations
between Numerical Constraint Satisfaction Problems (NCSP) and constrained types. Section 5
discusses the problem of uniform random sampling within heterogeneous abstract values, in
particular for polyhedra and, related, the cardinality estimation problem with such domains.
Section 6 presents our implementation, its current limitations and gives some experimental
results. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our work and discusses its future continuations.
2 Related Works
Random testing has been thoroughly studied, for testing correctness [16, 28], exhaustive-
ness [33], complexity [5] etc. Several frameworks exist and relate more or less to our work.
For instance, American Fuzzy Lop [37] inspects the execution paths of the program and
apply mutations to each input to potentially discover new ones. This method increases the
coverage of the test but requires the binaries to be instrumented. In the OCaml ecosystem,
the ppx-inline-tests preprocessor makes it possible to inline tests in the source code. Also,
several testing libraries for OCaml programs exist, such as monolith [31], or QCheck [13],
inspired from Haskell’s QuickCheck library [9]. These property-based testing frameworks are
widely used [24, 23]. In particular, we re-use from QCheck some basic value generators for
our automatic test generation. However, these works require the developer to manually write
the tests, that is the generators and the properties to be checked. Our approach makes it
possible to define constrained types that will act as a partial specification of the program and
automatically extract the needed generators. Our framework automatically generates tests
and is, thus, less error-prone and is easily maintainable: a constrained type annotation is
sufficient to generate tests for all functions that return values of this type. This way, the test
suite is updated automatically each time a new function is added. Such as ppx_inline_tests,
our framework is implemented as a preprocessing mechanism that has no side-effects on the
execution of the original program.
Constrained types have been widely studied, for example, Dependant ML [36] enriches
the type system of ML with a restricted form of dependent types. Also, Cayenne [2] has
dependent types and is able to encode predicate logic at the type level allowing types to be
used as specifications of programs. However, this makes Cayenne’s type checking undecidable.
In [27], the authors presented a framework for a Hindley/Milner kind of type systems with
constraints as a set of formulas over a cylindric algebra. These approaches to constrained
types are either undecidable in the general case or do not support the same constraint
language as we do, that is numerical constraints. Closer to our work, the study of automatic
generator derivation for data types has already been studied in previous works. For example,
in [6], the authors adapt a Boltzmann model for random generation of algebraic data types,
in particular for inductive types. Our approach is similar but we handle constrained types.
In [15], the author explores the definition of generators for a class of dependent types.
However, the proposed techniques are not automatic and do not aim to be uniform.
There exists several uniform sampling tools for SAT [14, 8]. We aim for the same goal
but for NCSP instead. In [17], the authors focus on generating random uniform solutions
for CSP, however they target discrete problems, with very small domain size, which are
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not adapted to numerical variables with large cardinalities (e.g. machine-integers). The ese
of CP techniques for test generation has already been explored in the CP literature. For
instance, the FocalTest framework[7] uses a constraint-based approach to build inputs for
property based testing. Another example is [18] in which the method proposed is used to
generate white box tests. Our approach differs from these in several way: our resolution
scheme is based on abstract domain instead of clp(FD). Also our constraints are extracted
from the types while theirs are derived from the statements of the program. Finally we aim
at producing uniform generators which is not the case in these works.
We also explore the problem of generators definition using numerical abstract domains.
In [34], the author proposes a way to quantify the precision of abstract values through a
measure of volumes, including an approximated measuring of polyhedra. Also, [19] proposes
an algorithm to solve boolean and linear constraints, and to randomly select values among
the set of solutions using rejection sampling. This is close from what we do in Section 5
except that we have additional hypothesis that allow us to compute an exact volume and
minimize the use of rejection sampling.
3 Testing Semantics
Random testing within a typed language requires the definition of pseudo-random generators
for types. These generators are used to provide inputs for the functions whose output is
checked against a given specification. A pseudo-random generator g for a data type τ is
a function g : S → τ , with S the type of random seeds, which is useful to make the tests
reproducible. Previous work, such as [6], has shown that the derivation of efficient uniform
random generators for algebraic data types can be made automatic, even in presence of
recursive types. However, this is more difficult for constrained types: a constrained type can
be seen as a pair ⟨τ, p⟩, composed by an algebraic type τ and a predicate p : τ → bool. The
set of its inhabitants is defined as S = {t ∈ τ | p(t) = true}. As a result, a generator for a
constrained type ⟨τ, p⟩ needs to produce a value of type τ that satisfies p.
3.1 Type Language and Semantics
Our framework aims at generating tests that verify that some function does not violate the
invariant attached to its return type. To do so, we provide to the developer the capability of
constraining a type τ with an arbitrary predicate i.e. a function of type τ → bool. Therefore,
our syntactic extension may be seen as a small but expressive annotation language. To be
able to reason on the types of the program, we will suppose that all the values that we
handle are explicitly typed. We consider a ML-like type language with constrained types.
Its Bachus-Naur form (BNF) grammar is given in Figure 1.
A type declaration is composed of an identifier and a type expression. Type expressions can
be: type identifiers, product types (tuples), sum types where each variant is differentiated by a
unique constructor, and constrained type which we add to the language via the [@satisfying]
annotation. Note that even if the syntax permits the definition of recursive types, these
are not handled by our framework yet. The constraint language used for the definition of
predicates over constrained types is relatively classic. Here, I and F are respectively the set
of integers and floating point values, and V is the set of variable identifiers.
Annotating a type τ with a predicate p defines a partial specification for the program:
all functions returning a value of type τ are expected to produce values that satisfy p. This
property being in the general case out of the reach of a type checker [2], we propose to test it.
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decl ::= ‘type’ ident ‘=’ type declaration
type ::= ident identifier
| type {‘*’ type } product
| ident ‘of’ type { ‘|’ ident ‘of’ type } sum
| type ‘[@satisfying’ constraint ‘]’ constrained
constraint ::= arith □ arith □ ∈ {≥,≤, =, ̸=}
| ‘not’ constraint negation
| constraint ‘||’ constraint disjunction
| constraint ‘&&’ constraint conjunction
arith ::= i i ∈ I
| f f ∈ F
| v v ∈ V
| arith ⋄ arith ⋄ ∈ {+,−, ∗, /, %}
| - arith opposite
Figure 1 Grammar of the constrained type language.
3.2 Constraints semantics
We introduce inference rules that enriches a standard type algebra with constrained types:
because types are composable, we need to define inference rules to propagate constraints
from atomic types to composite types. For example, when a type τ is product or a sum of
types that were constrained by a property, this property is lifted to τ accordingly.
▶ Example 1. Consider the following constrained types which define the type of positive
float and 2D circles:
1 type positive = float [@ satisfying (fun x -> x >= 0)]
2 type circle = (float * float) * positive }
Here, the type circle is not explicitly constrained, but as it depends on the type positive,
an implicit constraint will be attached to it. More generally, whenever a type τ is defined
using a constrained type τ ′, the constraint over τ is also inherited by τ ′. Here, circle is
implicitly constrained by the function: (fun ((cx,cy),radius) -> radius >= 0).
In Figure 2, we give a formal definition of the semantics for constraints composition. We
define it by induction over the syntax while considering a predicate environment ρ that stores,
for each type identifier, the predicate that was attached to it. For clarity, we consider that
an unconstrained type is a constrained type who is attached a tautology. Also, we suppose
the initial environment ρ0 already equipped with tautological constraints for primitives
types: ρ0 = [unit 7→ λ().true, bool 7→ λb.true, int 7→ λi.true, float 7→ λf.true]. For each
rule, the conclusion gives the derivation formula of a constraint for a given type, using the
constraints derived in the premises. The constraint for product types is the conjunction of
constraints attached to the type sub-components. For sum types, we determine for each
variant the corresponding constraint and build a predicate based on pattern matching1 to
select a constructor using case by case reasoning. For type declarations, we use the notation
ρ[id 7→ pτ ] to denote the setting of the constraint associated to the type identifer id to its
new value pτ .
1 function patterns is equivalent to fun x -> match x with patterns
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(declaration)
ρ(τ)→ pτ
(type id = τ, ρ)→ (ρ[id 7→ pτ ])
(constrained)
ρ(τ)→ pτ





ρ(τ1)→ p1 . . . ρ(τn)→ pn
(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τn, ρ)→ λ(x1, . . . , xn).p1(x1) ∧ · · · ∧ pn(xn)
(sum)
ρ(τ1)→ p1 . . . ρ(τn)→ pn
(c1 of τ1 | . . . | cn of τn, ρ)→ function c1(x1) 7→ p1(x1) | . . . | cn(xn) 7→ pn(xn)
Figure 2 Constraint semantics.
3.3 Generator semantics
The derivation of random generators for composite types given random generators for atomic
types, is made following the same inductive principle as in the previous section. To keep track
of which generator is associated to which type, we consider an environment σ which associates
to each type identifier its generator. We suppose an initial environment σ0 populated with
uniform random generators for primitive types. Figure 3 presents the derivation of uniform
random generators for constrained types.
(declaration)
σ(τ)→ gτ
(type id = τ, σ)→ (σ[id 7→ gτ ])
(constrained)





σ(τ1)→ g1 . . . σ(τn)→ gn
(τ1 ∗ · · · ∗ τn, σ)→ λi.(g1(i), . . . , gn(i))
(sum)
σ(τ1)→ λi.c1(g1(i)) . . . σ(τn)→ λi.cn(gn(i))
(c1 of τ1 | . . . | cn of τn, σ)→ weighted([(card(τ1), gn); . . . ; (card(τn), gn)])
Figure 3 Generator semantics.
For product types (similar to Cartesian product of sets), generators are obtained by
composing the generators obtained for their components. An important point of our work
is to derive random generators with uniform distribution: each inhabitants of the type has
the same probability to be drawn. Because uniform distributions do not compose so easily,
especially in the case of sum types (union of sets), we have to take care of the cardinal of
each type’s population. Hence for sum types, we decompose the uniform sampling of a value
in two steps: first choosing a constructor, and then drawing a value for this constructor. For
this to be uniform, the first step takes into account the cardinality of the components: the
more inhabitant one has, the more likely it has to be chosen. To achieve that, we introduce
two procedures: card and weighted.
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The procedure card gives the number of inhabitants of a given type. As we restrict
ourselves to non-recursive types, keeping track of the cardinality of an algebraic data type
is straightforward: cardinality for sum (resp. product) types is given by the sum (resp.
product) of the cardinalities of their components. Computing cardinalities of constrained
types is equivalent in our case to counting the solutions of a CSPs, which is a known hard
problem [30]. Hence, we use approximations to compute the cardinal of constrained types
which we present in the next section. The procedure weighted chooses a generator among
a list of generators. To choose uniformly, each generator has a probability of being chosen
equal to its associated weight.
Finally generators for constrained types are given by the procedure solve that, given a
type declaration and a predicate, builds the generator corresponding to the constrained type.
We give a definition of this procedure in the next section.
3.4 Test Generation
From the generators and the constraints we derived from the annotated program, we may
now produce tests. We retrieve value declarations in the program for which the return type
is a constrained one. If the value declaration is a constant c, we simply generate a test that
consists of applying the predicate to c. If the value declaration is a function f , we will first
retrieve, for each of its arguments, the associated generators to build the inputs. Equipped
with input generators, we then apply f to the uniformly drawn inputs and validate the
outputs using the constraint predicate.
4 Solving Constrained Types
We now study the derivation of generators and cardinality estimation for constrained types.
One way to automatically do this is to extensively compute the set of values of a type
and keep only those that satisfy a constraint. We may then randomly choose among those
whenever a generator is called. This approach however is not practical and does not scale.
Another possibility is to use a rejection sampling technique using the generator for τ and
checks its values against p. This should yield a uniform generator but present an important
flaw: when the cardinality of the constrained type ⟨τ, p⟩ is small compared to the cardinality
of the original type τ , this tends to be ineffective. Moreover, cardinality may only be an
estimation, not an exact result. Instead, our approach is to solve constrained types by
providing a measurable characterization of their inhabitants. We are then able to define
uniform random generators over it. To do so, we see a constrained type as a constraint
satisfaction problem, and its inhabitants as the solutions of this problem. We use for this
task a hybrid approach, that mixes both techniques from Abstract Interpretation [11] and
Constraint Programming [26], based on abstract domains. These are a key notion in abstract
interpretation as they implement an abstract semantic for which they provide data-structures
and define algorithmic aspects. They are designed to abstract program values and are thus
particularly well-suited for our needs. Moreover, many constructive and systematic methods
to design and compose such domains exist in the literature: numerical domains (intervals,
congruences, polyhedra, octagons, etc.), domain composition operators (products, powersets,
etc.).
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4.1 CSP extraction from a constrained type
A constraint-satisfaction problem can be defined as a triplet ⟨V,D, C⟩, where V = {v1, . . . , vn}
is a set of variables, D = {d1, . . . , dn} a set of interval domains, each one being associated to
a variable, and C = {c1, . . . , cm} is a set of constraints over the variables. A solution of a
CSP (V,D, C) is an instance i = {v1 → x1, ..., vn → xn} that satisfies all of the constraints
by substitution of the variables with their value in i, that is:
∀i, xi ∈ di ∧ ∀c ∈ C, c({v1 → x1, ..., vn → xn})
In our case, we want to solve CSPs that are extracted from constrained types, to obtain
an approximation of their sets of inhabitants. We can then tackle the problem of generating
uniformly within this approximation. Consider the following declaration:
1 type itv = (int * int) [@ satisfying (fun (inf ,sup) -> inf <= sup)]
This type defines a bounded two-dimensional space, where dimensions correspond
to the members of the tuple, named inf and sup in the predicate. These are con-
strained by the relation inf ≤ sup. From a constraint solving point of view, the set
of inhabitant of this type is the set of solutions of the CSP: ⟨V = {inf; sup} ,D ={
[−264; 264]; [−264; 264], C = {inf ≤ sup}
}
⟩
We have automated the process of CSP extraction for type definition by inlining their
declaration: we give an identifier to each of the value of the type and then work within a
simple numerical abstract element where each identifier corresponds to a variable. Doing
so builds a CSP that abstracts some information about the shape of the type and hence, in
parallel, we build a function that will reconstruct from the solutions of the CSP, a value with
the correct shape.
4.2 CSP solving
Solving a numerical CSP usually means finding one or all the solutions of the problem.
Because this is generally impossible when the domains of the variables are continuous (or just
very large), solvers generally compute a set of boxes, that is a Cartesian product of intervals,
that covers the solution space. The resolution of such problems works from above: given
an initial coarse approximation, several heuristics are used until a sufficiently good cover is
found. In order to build this cover, a constraint solver generally alternates two main steps:
Filtering: which reduces the variables domains by removing values that do not satisfy
the constraints.
Splitting: which duplicates the problem to create two (or more) complementary sub-
problems that are smaller, w.r.t. a certain measure, than the original one.
Repeating these two steps in turn does not necessarily terminate. Hence, this procedure
generally goes on until the search space contains: no solution, only solutions, or is smaller
than a given parameter. Producing such a cover can be sufficient for us if we are able to
compute its exact number of solutions, and select one of these uniformly. However, using
boxes poorly fits our need, in particular, when we are considering relational constraints,
which appear fairly commonly in constrained types. Therefore, we use the solving method
of [29], which is designed to be parameterized by any abstract domain. The algorithm
introduced in [29] builds a set of abstract elements S that covers the solution space, i.e. for
all instances i that satisfy all the constraints C, we have ∃e ∈ S, i ∈ γ(e). Here γ is the usual
concretization function for abstract values, that is the set of concrete instances abstracted by
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an element. The algorithm starts from an initial abstract element e built from the domains
of the variables. Then, e is filtered according to the set of constraints. If the filtered abstract
element e′ is not empty, three cases are possible:
e′ satisfies all the constraints, then it is added to the set of solutions.
there is at least one constraint c that e′ does not satisfy and its size is small enough with
respect to a given threshold, it is also added to the set of solutions.
otherwise, e′ is divided into sub-elements using the split operator and the process is
repeated with each of these sub-elements.
When all of the elements have been processed, the union of the element in S is a sound
over-approximation of the solution space. We propose a slightly modified version of this
algorithm, which, we believe, is better suited for our needs.
4.3 Solving Algorithm
Contrarily to the algorithm of [29], we distinguish inner elements from outer elements. Inner
elements are the ones that are guaranteed to only contain solutions while outer elements
may contain non-solutions. Our algorithm is defined in Figure 1.
Algorithm 1 Abstract solving for generator derivation.
1: function solve(D, C, ϵ, max)
2: I ← ∅
3: O ← ∅
4: e =init(D)
5: O ←insert(e, O)
6: while µ(I, O) > ϵ ∨ |I| < max do
7: e← biggest(O)
8: e′ ← ρ(e, C)
9: if e′ ̸= ⊥ then
10: if solution(e′, C) then
11: push e′ in I
12: else
13: push split (e) in O
14: return I, O
Our algorithm maintains two sets of elements: inner elements I, and outer elements O.
Here, I under-approximates the solution set and O is such that I ∪O over-approximates it.
It first initializes an abstract element e and inserts it in the set of outer elements O. Then,
the main loop proceeds repeating the steps: The biggest element of O is selected (which is
more likely to contains more solutions), filtered using the propagator ρ, and pushed in I if it
satisfies the constraints. Otherwise, it is split and the sub-elements are pushed back in O.
As we will see, the number of element in the cover is related to the size of the code
generated for the random samplers. Also their rejection rate is closely related to the
proportion of inner elements in the cover. Thus the tuning of the obtained generator may be
controlled by the max and ϵ parameters: max is needed to avoid an exponential growth of
the cover and ϵ fixes a rejection rate to reach. The next section gives insights about the code
generation and defines precisely µ(I, O).
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4.4 From covers to generators
Once we have computed a cover (I, O) for a constrained type ⟨τ, p⟩, we have to compile it
into a generator for ⟨τ, p⟩. A cover is a set of inner elements and a set of outer elements.
Thus, to compile a cover into a generator we start by compiling each element e ∈ (I ∪ O)
into a generator. We then choose an element e of the cover, and generate an instance i using
the generator associated with e. If e belongs to I, then i is kept, but if it belongs to O, then
i must be checked against p to make sure that it is a valid member of the constrained type.
In that case, we are forced to rely on rejection sampling.
Hence, the generator for the whole cover is actually a dispatcher to the generators of
the elements: it randomly selects an element’s generator with a probability proportional to
the volume of the underlying set of solutions, then calls it. Note that this yields a uniform
generator because the split operator produces elements that do not overlap. Otherwise,
instances belonging to several elements would appear more often during the sampling.
To compute the cardinality of a constrained type ⟨τ, p⟩ we must reason on the number of





| {i ∈ γ(e) | p(i)} |
However, as the number of solutions of an outer element e depends on the predicate p,
it is hard to compute exactly in the general case. Instead, we use an over-approximation
of this number that is |{i ∈ γ(e)}|. Our cardinality estimation for a cover (I, O), denoted








Despite of this over-approximation, our sampling method is uniform, thanks to rejection
sampling: rejecting erroneous solutions does not bias the uniform distribution. To ensure
the sampling of the uniform distribution in case of rejection, the whole sampling process is
restarted from the beginning i.e. an abstract element is drawn w.r.t. to its volume and so on.
One way to mitigate the occurrences of rejections, is to minimize the volume of O. Hence
the introduction of µ(I, 0) defined as
µ = 1− card(I, ∅)
card(I, O)
It measures the relative error between the over-approximation and the exact volume of an
abstract element. At the start of the algorithm process µ(I, O) = 1. Then it decreases at
each iteration until reaching the desired precision. Note that µ = 0 means that the abstract
element corresponds exactly to the set of solutions of the CSP and the random sampling will
be made without rejection.
5 Abstract Domains for Random Testing
The technique presented in the previous section relies on abstract domains to solve and
derive generators for constrained types. To use abstract domains in the context of constraint
resolution, the authors of [29] define several operators and requirements they must satisfy.
Our use-case requires the same operators, plus an additional one for the random sampling of
an element. The following definition gives these.













(b) Metrics over the resulting generator.
Figure 4 Solving the itv constrained type with boxes.
▶ Definition 2. Abstract domains for constraint solving are given by
a partial order ⟨D,⊑⟩ and the usual abstract set operators and values ⟨⊤,⊥,⊓,⊔⟩
an abstraction α and a concretization function γ
a size function card: D → N+
a split function split: D → P (D),
a constraint filtering operator ρ : D × C → D ∪ {⊥}, which given an abstract value e and
a constraint c computes the smallest abstract value (possibly empty) entailed by c and e.
a generation function uniform: D → Rn
For sake of concision, we will not detail the compilation of abstract elements into
expressions. Instead we define random generation functions on abstract elements.
5.1 Boxes
A very studied abstract domain in continuous constraint solving is the abstract domain
of boxes. Its main operators rely on interval arithmetic [1] and were already introduced
in previous work [35]. In our case, the cardinality of a box b = [a1, b1] × · · · × [an, bn] is
its volume (defined as its Lebesgue measure) i.e. card(b) =
∏n
i=1(bi − ai). For the split
operation, we use standard bisection of a variable with the so-called largest-first heuristic
which chooses the variable with the biggest range as a variable selection strategy. Also, for
the filtering operation we use the HC4 constraint propagation algorithm [3]. Finally, the
uniform distribution over a n-dimensional box is sampled using n uniform (over [0, 1]) and
independant random variables (ri)i≤n with the formula (ai + ri ∗ (bi − ai))i≤n.
Defining these operators is sufficient to embed this domain within our testing framework.
Using boxes, it is possible to derive efficient generators for constrained type that use non
relational constraints, that are constraints that involve a single variable. However, producing
fast generators in presence of relational constraints is harder e.g. the itv type of Example 4.1.
Figure 4 shows graphically the approximation we obtain and the corresponding generated
OCaml code is given in Appendix A.1. Filled elements correspond to inner elements, and
empty elements correspond to outer elements. The Table 4b gives some metrics over the
cover and the resulting generator: the row ♯inner (resp. ♯outer) gives the number of inner
(resp. outer) elements, the third row gives the µ-score and the last line gives the generation
rate of the obtained generator, which is measured experimentally and is given in number of
calls per seconds.
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We can see that when dealing with an affine constraint, the use of boxes misfits our
needs: the precision needed to avoid rejections during the sampling leads to a high number of
elements in the cover of the solution space and so a very large (in term of code size) and slow
sampler. To solve this issue, we focus in the next subsection on a relational abstract domain.
5.2 Polyhedra
The polyhedra abstract domain [12] is a numerical relational abstract domain that approx-
imates sets of points as convex closed polyhedra. Modern implementations [20] generally
follow the “double description approach” and maintain two dual representations for each
polyhedron: a set of linear constraints and a set of vertices. The constraint representation
of the polyhedron is the intersection of the half-spaces defined by the linear constraints.
The vertex representation is the convex hull of a set of points. These dual descriptions
are very useful in practice as polyhedra operators [20] are generally easier to define on one
representation rather than the other. We use both to define the filtering, splitting, measure
and random sampling functions. Constraint filtering for polyhedra generally consists in
building a sound linear approximation of a constraint (different approximations can be used
e.g. quasi-linearization [25] or linearization for polynomial constraints [22]), and then adding
it to the representation of a given polyhedron.
Volume computation and uniform random sampling within a polyhedron are notoriously
hard tasks. The first problem is ♯P-hard (see [4] for example). For the sampling, the




Theorem 3.1.3 of [10]) whose result validity and running time are probabilistic.
We mitigate these problems by systematically considering a simpler case: simplices. A
simplex is the most simple polyhedron with a non null volume, obtainable in an n-dimensional
space as it is the convex hull of n + 1 vertices. Instead of stopping the split and filtering
procedure when an inner polyhedron is found, we continue to split elements until all are
simplices. To do so, we use a split operator that favors the creation of simplices that can be
summarized as follows. Suppose a polyhedron P lives in a n-dimensional space and is not
already a simplex, i.e. it is defined using at least n + 2 vertices:
pick n + 1 arbitrary vertices, {v0, . . . , vn}
compute Q the smallest polyhedron that encompasses {v0, . . . , vn}
return Q ∪ (P ⊖Q)
Here, the difference operator (⊖) used in the last step corresponds to the set difference of
two polyhedra. This operator, illustrated by Figure 5, uses the constraint representation:
the polyhedron Q is a space defined by the conjunction of a set of constraints CQ, where
each constraint is a linear inequality over the variables of the polyhedron. It is defined as:
P ⊖Q ≜
{⋃
P ∩ ¬c | c ∈ CQ
}
Our simplex split allows us to decompose a polyhedron while performing the resolution,
which allows us to define both the volume estimation and the uniform random sampling on
simplices. The way to compute the volume of a simplex is well known and not discussed here.
In order to sample a point of a simplex, we first consider its mirror parallelotope:
given a simplex polyhedron P defined by the set of vertices V = {v1, . . . , vn}, we build
its mirror parallelotope P ′ by adding one vertex t to V , obtained by translation of v1 by

























(b) r is not inside P , we take r′ its reflection point
according to b.
Figure 6 Simplex uniform generation procedure.
the vector δ = −−→v1v2 + −−→v1v3 + . . . + −−→v1vn. Then, a point r of P ′ is uniformly drawn by
sampling n− 1 independent and uniform random variables (ri)i≤n−1 over [0, 1], such that
r = r1 · −−→v1v2 + r2 · −−→v1v3 + . . . + rn−1 · −−→v1vn.
If r is inside P we keep it.
Else, r is outside P , we keep r′ its symmetrical according to b.
Where b is the barycenter of the opposite face to v1, i.e. the n− 2 dimensional face of
corners {v2, . . . , vn}. Figure 6 illustrates this procedure for a 2D-simplex. Note that every
point in P has exactly two ways of being chosen, that is directly or by symmetry, which makes
this procedure uniform. Equipped with this relational abstract domain, we can compare
the result obtained for the CSP of the itv type, illustrated by Figure 7. The corresponding
code, given in Appendix A.2, is approximately three times faster than the one obtained with












Figure 7 Approximation of the itv type with polyhedra.
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6 Current Implementation and Benchmarks
Our implementation is built as a syntax extension for OCaml based on a preprocessing
mechanism. We use OCaml’s attributes to allow the user to annotate its types with
constraints. Attributes are placeholders in the syntax tree which are ignored by the com-
piler but can be used by external tools such as ours. We have developed a prototype
to demonstrate the interest of our technique. It is open-source and available at the url
https://github.com/ghilesZ/Testify. It currently implements the work we have presen-
ted in Sections 3 and 4 plus some other features we describe briefly here. Our main focus
is the constraint solving of constrained types to automatically derive generators. How-
ever for a more practical use, we provide the programmer two other ways of specifying
a generator for a given type. The first one is using the rejection keyword, for example
type even = int [@satisfying rejection(fun x -> x mod 2 = 0)]. Constraints tagged as re-
jected will not be handled by the constraint solver but will simply be treated a posteriori
after the generation to keep or discard generated values. The second one is by manual
annotation of functions: the developer can tag one of its own function of type S → τ as a
custom generator for the type τ . This will overload the generator automatically derived by
our framework. Also we have presented a type language with tuples and sum types but our
actual implementation also handles polymorphic and record types. We have not detailed
those here as they do not represent a specific challenge from a constraint solving perspective.
Also, as the numerical values we manipulate in our CSPs correspond to sets of machine
integers and floating point numbers, the computation we perform are likely to produce round-
off errors if made using standard precision. To bypass this issue, all of our computations
are made using arbitrary precision integers and rationals. Moreover, our uniformity metrics
are valid in R but not necessarily for floating point numbers. We believe that this is a
reasonable approximation. Finally our current implementation suffers from some limitations,
for example: we handle explicitly typed values only and do not enjoy the capabilities of
OCaml’s type inference mechanism. Also, we do not have a generator derivation mechanism
for recursive types and further work will be needed to lift these restrictions.
We have applied our testing framework on some open source OCaml libraries where
we have identified and annotated some constrained types. These types use quite simple
constraints that are mainly bound constraints, linear constraints of the form xi ≤ xj , and
some disjunctions of such constraints. This reflects the fact that when writing code, the
developer keeps in mind a relatively simple representation of the set of possible values of
its type. Table 1 presents some metrics over the tests we have generated using different
configurations. The first two columns give some information about the constrained type
from which we derive the CSP. The first column specifies the kind of constraints attached
to the type: bc for bound constraints, lin for linear constraints, and dis, for disjunctions of
linear constraints. The second column indicates the number of variables appearing in the
corresponding CSP. The next columns give some quality metrics over the generators: the
generation speed and uniformity. The column B8 (resp. B64) gives the measures for the
boxes abstract domain with a cover size limited to 8, (resp. 64), the column P gives these
values for polyhedra (with a cover size limited to 64). For comparison purposes, we add
a supplementary column RS that gives the statistics we obtain using rejection sampling.
The row µ shows the value of µ(I, O) at the end of Algorithm 1 and the last row gives the
generation rate, i.e. the number of generated values (in thousands) per seconds. The results
of Table 1 validates our intuition: constraint solving of constrained types helps producing
efficient generators. All of our abstract domain based configurations outperform the rejection
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Table 1 Generation rate and value of µ per configuration.
CSP B8 B64 P RS
kind ♯var rate µ rate µ rate µ rate µ
bc 2 10075 0 10059 0 2604 0 816 0
bc 2 9860 0 9996 0 2586 0 842 0
lin 2 2551 0.6 3312 0.35 3262 0 1333 0
bc 1 26055 0 26146 0 7870 0 1922 0
lin 2 2602 0.6 3200 0.35 3358 0 1337 0
lin 2 2594 0.6 3166 0.35 3366 0 1080 0
lin 2 2622 0.6 3312 0.35 3234 0 428 0
bc 2 10246 0 10436 0 2768 0 1449 0
lin 2 2066 0.82 2812 0.44 6394 0 115 0
lin 3 615 1 716 1 1362 0 403 0
lin 2 2213 0.6 2750 0.35 6146 0 2278 0
dis 5 462 1 523 0.85 1189 0 452 0
sampling approach by one order of magnitude. In columns B8 and B64 the size limit for the
cover varies and as expected, it decreases µ. Moreover, on the benchmarks it almost always
increases the generation rate. This indicates that the execution time benefits more from
reducing the rejection rate than from increasing the size of the cover. However, it is slower
on most examples using bound constraints than the boxes due to the relative complexity
of the simplex generation procedure compared to the one of boxes. For the examples with
linear relational constraints, the samplers produced with polyhedrons are faster.
7 Conclusion
We have proposed in this paper an automated type-driven testing framework for programs
that manipulate constrained types. We have defined an automated technique to derive
efficient random uniform generators for numerical constrained types. To do so, we have
proposed several abstract domains, both relational and non-relational, with the addition of
random value generator. The strength of our method lies in its genericity: it allows us to
shift the problem of uniform random sampling of CSP solution to the definition of a uniform
generation operator for abstract domains. Further works include the study of such operators
for some popular domains of abstract interpretation such as congruences, products, octagons,
etc. Another idea would be to couple our methods with Boltzmann generation techniques
(like in [6]) in order to build generators for recursive types with constraints.
Our techniques were implemented in a prototype that can be used as a preprocessor for
OCaml programs. Even though we targeted OCaml and although we have taken advantage
of its generic syntax extension mechanism, the process we have presented could be adapted
to most programming languages. The tests we are able to generate are not made to be as
pertinent as some hand written tests and our goal is not to replace those. However our
approach being fully automatic and fast, it can be used on the fly, while programming, to
find bugs quickly. We believe that random uniform generators for abstract domain open
the way for hybrid techniques at the border between sound static analysis approaches and
complete testing techniques. For example, one could imagine a backward analysis able to
derive necessary preconditions (as in [32]) that exhibit bugs in a program and then uniformly
generating tests within the corresponding abstract element to find actual bugs.
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A Generated code for generators
A.1 Generated code using the boxes abstract domain
The following code gives the generator for the itv type we derived using the boxes abstract
domain. The weighted procedure chooses a generator w.r.t. their probability. To perform
quickly on average the list is sorted in decreasing order of probabilities, first elements being
bigger, and thus more likely to be chosen. The function is more thus likely to stop quickly in
average without harming uniformity.
1 weighted
2 [(0.400000000001 ,
3 (( fun x ->
4 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
5 (( fun rs ->
6 [("y", (( mk_int_range 0 0 x3fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
7 ("x", (( mk_int_range 0 x4000000000000000 ( -1)) rs ))]) x ))));
8 (0.100000000001 ,
9 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
10 (fun x ->
11 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
12 (( fun rs ->
13 [("y",
14 (( mk_int_range 0 x2000000000000000 0 x3fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
15 ("x", (( mk_int_range 0 0 x1fffffffffffffff ) rs ))]) x ))));
16 (0.100000000001 ,
17 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
18 (fun x ->
19 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
20 (( fun rs ->
21 [("y", (( mk_int_range 0 0 x1fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
22 ("x", (( mk_int_range 0 0 x1fffffffffffffff ) rs ))]) x ))));
23 (0.100000000001 ,
24 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
25 (fun x ->
26 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
27 (( fun rs ->
28 [("y", (( mk_int_range 0 x6000000000000000 ( -1)) rs ));
29 ("x",
30 (( mk_int_range 0 x4000000000000000 0 x5fffffffffffffff ) rs ))])
31 x ))));
32 (0.100000000001 ,
33 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
34 (fun x ->
35 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
36 (( fun rs ->
37 [("y",
38 (( mk_int_range 0 x4000000000000000 0 x5fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
39 ("x",
40 (( mk_int_range 0 x4000000000000000 0 x5fffffffffffffff ) rs ))])
41 x ))));
42 (0.0500000000001 ,
43 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
44 (fun x ->
45 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
46 (( fun rs ->
47 [("y",
48 (( mk_int_range 0 x2000000000000000 0 x3fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
49 ("x",
50 (( mk_int_range 0 x3000000000000000 0 x3fffffffffffffff ) rs ))])
51 x ))));
52 (0.0500000000001 ,
53 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
54 (fun x ->
55 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
56 (( fun rs ->
57 [("y",
58 (( mk_int_range 0 x2000000000000000 0 x3fffffffffffffff ) rs ));
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59 ("x",
60 (( mk_int_range 0 x2000000000000000 0 x2fffffffffffffff ) rs ))])
61 x ))));
62 (0.0500000000001 ,
63 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
64 (fun x ->
65 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
66 (( fun rs ->
67 [("y", (( mk_int_range 0 x6000000000000000 ( -1)) rs ));
68 ("x", (( mk_int_range 0 x7000000000000000 ( -1)) rs ))]) x ))));
69 (0.0500000000001 ,
70 ( reject (fun (x, y) -> x <= y)
71 (fun x ->
72 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
73 (( fun rs ->
74 [("y", (( mk_int_range 0 x6000000000000000 ( -1)) rs ));
75 ("x",
76 (( mk_int_range 0 x6000000000000000 0 x6fffffffffffffff ) rs ))])
77 x ))))]
78
A.2 Generated code using the polyhedra abstract domain
The following code was generated by our framework as a generator for the itv type using the
polyhedra abstract domain. The simplex procedure corresponds to drawing method given
in section 5.2.
1 fun x ->
2 (fun i -> ((( get_int "x") i), (( get_int "y") i)))
3 (( simplex
4 [(( mk_int 0 x4000000000000000 ), "y");
5 (( mk_int 0 x4000000000000000 ), "x")]
6 [[(( mk_int 0 x3ffffffffffffe00 ), "y");
7 (( mk_int 0 x4000000000000000 ), "x")];
8 [(( mk_int 0 x3ffffffffffffe00 ), "y");
9 (( mk_int 0 x3ffffffffffffe00 ), "x")]]
10 [(( mk_int 0 x3ffffffffffffe00 ), "y"); (( mk_int 0), "x")]) x)
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